The Rear’s Remarks…
Congratulations! A series of Powerboat 2
courses have been held recently run by Derek Burchell.
Over 4 weekends twelve candidates were put through their
paces and were rewarded with their well-earned
certificates.
So it is congratulations to: Jackie Smith, Lucy Smith,
Charlotte Todd, Phil Eades, Jonathan Brooks, Nigel Filer,
Anthony Tredoux, Tom Springett, Charlie Barbrook, Peter
Church, Andrei Prokopenkov and Ron Laurie.
Also congratulations to Maureen Parsons who passed
the course in the early part of 2007.
Boats and Buoys: Thanks are expressed to
Chris Peet, Chris Parsons, George Rogers, Bill Jeffery along
with Ron Laurie, who formed an impromptu working party
to recover all the racing marks, slip the two RIBs and Yellow
Peril, gave them a thorough clean, stored the gear and readied them for a winter overhaul, and all in two days.

Cadet Trophies:

Information is sought as to
the whereabouts of 2 cadet trophies. First is the Nelson Rice

Pickles and Poisons
In Accum’s well-known “Death in the Pot,” under the head of Poisonous Pickles, we have the following information as to the greening of pickles:- “Vegetable substances preserved in the state called
pickles, by means of the antiseptic power of vinegar, whose sale
frequently depends greatly upon a fine lively green colour, and the
consumption of which, by seafaring men in particular, is prodigious,
are sometimes intentionally coloured by means of copper.
Gherkins, French beans, samphire, the green pods of capsicum, and
many other pickled vegetable substances, oftener than is perhaps
expected, are met with impregnated with this metal. Numerous
fatal consequences are known to have ensued from the use of
these stimulants to the palate, to which the fresh and pleasing hue
has been imparted according to the deadly formulae laid down in
some modern cookery-books, such as boiling the pickle with halfpence, or suffering them to stand for a considerable period in brazen vessels.”
“Among the many recipes,” says Dr. Hassall,
writing on the adulteration of food, “which modern authors of cookery-books have given for imparting a green colour to pickles, the following
are particularly deserving of censure, and it is to
be hoped that they will be suppressed in future
editions of the works from which they are extracted:“‘To Pickle Gherkins. - Boil the vinegar in a
bell-metal or copper pot; pour it boiling hot over
your cucumbers.’
“‘To make Greening. – Take a bit of verdigris
the bigness of a hazel-nut, finely-powered, half a
pint of distilled vinegar, and a bit of alum powder,
with a little bay salt. Put all in a bottle, shake it,
and let it stand till clear. Pour a tea-spoonful into
codlings, or whatever you wish to green.’
“One author directs – ‘To render pickles
green, boil them with halfpence, or allow them to
stand for twenty-four hours in copper or brass
pans.’

Cadet Shield. This trophy is contained on two shields one of
which is behind the bar. It is the first, earlier, shield that
appears to have been mis-placed.
The second trophy is the Chalk Cadet Trophy first
presented in 1991. In the past this has been presented to
the Most Improved Cadet during the season.
As part of compiling details of club history the information contained on all the trophies has been recorded.
These two trophies have so far not been located. If anyone
can help please contact Ron Laurie, Rear-Commodore.

Winter Boat Parking: Thank you to all
those who have completed the boat parking application form
and paid the appropriate fee. However there are still a number of boats in the boat park with outstanding dues, particularly dinghies. Please help the club and obtain the form,
either from the bar or can be downloaded from the website,
and return with the correct fee to the Rear-Commodore.
As a reminder the winter period runs from
1st November to 31st March. The process then starts all
over again in April for the summer fee period.
“To detect the presence of copper it is only necessary to
mince the pickles and to pour liquid ammonia, diluted with an
equal bulk of water, over them in a stoppered vial: if the pickles
contain the minutest quantity of copper, the ammonia will assume
a blue colour.”
Another very simple and efficient method of detecting the
presence of copper in pickles is the following:- Put three or four
drops of the suspected vinegar on the blade of a knife; add one
drop of sulphuric acid, and heat the under surface of the knife over
the flame of a candle; the vinegar in evaporating will deposit the
copper upon the iron if any be present. Another easy way of detecting this adulteration is to take a clear and bright piece of iron
– a bit of wire will do – and immerse it for a few hours in the vinegar of the pickle. If copper is present, the metal will be deposited
in a perceptible though thin crust upon the iron.
(From Cassell’s Dictionary of Cookery, published 1899.)

HAPPY MEMBERS IN THE YARD

THE NEWSLETTER OF THE TOLLESBURY SAILING CLUB

First Lady Commodore –
Frances Church
First of all, I would like to say hello to all Tollesbury Sailing Club
members and state how honoured I am to be the first lady
Commodore of the club. For those of you that
don’t know me, I have been a member of the club
for about fifteen years, serving as Secretary and
Vice Commodore. I sail with my husband Peter
on our yacht, Carpe Diem.You may have seen the
boat moored out on the Leavings, it is a green and
yellow ferro-cement yacht with a large square
wooden mast. We have had some adventures on
her and I am sure some of you will recount the
tales to those who don’t know!!!
This time of year is for looking back at last
season and looking forward to next year. The
weather paid a large part last year in our sailing, or
lack of it(!) so let’s hope for better weather next
season. For me the highlight of last year was the
club rally. Moana and Collette rafted up alongside us on Saturday
night and we had a grown-up barbecue and party. I seem to remember a lot of red wine flowing, but that usually is the case on
our boat. The next day Floray joined us. There was a lot of activity from quite early, with rolls and baps being cut, sausages being
cooked, beer being cooled and boats being dressed.
Then, all of a sudden, other boats started appearing by the
dozen. Ron Laurie ran Yellow Peril as a taxi service for those that
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don’t sail, Stag 1 and 2 carried the younger cadets and parents and
everyone else came in dinghies, canoes, RIBs etc. There seemed to
be people and boats coming from everywhere and tying up
alongide. Roger and Sue Palmer made a spectacular arrival, ploughing through every other boat, without causing any damage I hasten to add. Pete did a wonderful job barbecuing for about 60
people and everyone was well fed and watered. I
didn’t know that we could get so many people on
four boats. The cadets seemed to have a great
time exploring the cruisers and trying out the
heads on each! Apparently the whole thing was
quite a spectacle from the water and you could
see other boats passing and wondering quite what
was happening. We certainly showed them that
TSC members know how to enjoy themselves! I
would like to thank everyone who helped in the
organising and everyone who came along for making it such a great day.
Next year we plan on having another full
programme of events. There will be a meeting at
10.00 am on Sunday 20th January 2008 so that we
can put together a programme for the dinghies, cadets, cruisers
and social events and everyone is welcome to attend. Also, please
do not forget to sign up to Signals on the club website, so that
you can receive email alerts as to what is happening in the club.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a
Happy New Year and look forward to seeing you out on the water
or in the clubhouse.
Frances Church, Commodore

GP14s return to
the Blackwater

technique. James Ward/Richard Whitehill were 2nd in race 1, while
Roger Walton/Suzanne Williams took 2nd in race 2. For race 3 the
wind backed to the SW and the line was reset giving a shorter
beat followed by a long run down tide out into the Blackwater.
The fleet now all in very close contact reached
towards West Mersea and the Halyard-way buoy.
The race proper now began with the return legs upwind against a now strong ebb tide
and progress became quite slow as the fleet
tacked back up the North Channel close under
the sea wall. Fortunately the wind held and James
Ward/Richard Whitehill eventually got in first
with the Abbotts second and the Jelliffes third.
After 4 hours on the water the food and beer
provided at the club was very welcome.
The Tollesbury Sailing Club does hope to
repeat the event next year but as the results
show we still have a lot to learn from the
Londoners!

Tollesbury Heritage and
the Stag’s Head

Far left: Kerri & friend
Near left: Alan & Jack
Below: Chris & Jonathan

Fish Stock Depletion
They say we (mankind) have decimated the world fish stock by
over fishing, but I think I have found the real culprit (answer), your
humble Puffin eats one ton of fish per year, multiply that by est.
200,000 Puffins and times that with Gannets, Petrels, Cormorants
and all the other seabirds, you arrive at a staggering tonnage of
fish eaten.
The answer in my
mind is a double whammy,
we should make seabird the
new big thing to eat, Gannet
goulash, Puffin pie, Tern
sandwich and many more,
thus availing ourselves of a
new food source, also saving
tons of fish from the greedy
little buggers and replenishing the fish stocks for us to
eat at our leisure.
The culprits?

LOCAL HEROES!
Tollesbury Sailing Club held the latest round of the London
and SE GP14 travellers series on the 1st September.Tollesbury better known for its classic yachts and smacks now also has a growing GP14 fleet and hosted its first dinghy event for over 40 years.
A decision to run the first 2 races inside the Tollesbury Fleet rather
than in the main river was made because of the exceptionally high
tide and the variable wind forecast. Once on the water the
16 boats including 8 visitors got away in a 12 knot westerly.
Tim Hemsley/Richard Harding established a good lead on the first
beat of both races that was not challenged, however the following
5 or 6 boats remained in very close contact for both laps of
each race.
The windward mark was positioned some way up one of the
larger creeks off the main race area, sudden shifts caused a few
capsizes and as the tide covered the edges of the salt marsh one
or two boats found themselves unexpectedly aground. The down
wind legs started with a short run followed by two close reaches
and a longer broad reach. With the boats planing in the gusts the
3 spinnaker gybes provided a thorough test of both tactics and

Results:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tim Hemsley/Richard Harding 13617 Frensham Pond
James Ward/Richard Whitehill13316 Papercourt
Roger Walton/Suzanne Williams 13887 BTYC
Mike and Gabrielle Abbott 13853 BTYC
Za and Libby Jelliffe 13679 BTYC.
George Rogers/Jilly Wilkinson 13958 Tollesbury

SAILING CLUB TALKS
FRI 11 JAN @ 8pm “WOMAN SOLO TO THE NORTH POLE”
SPEAKER – ROSIE STANCER
FRI 8 FEB @ 8pm “RESTORATION PROJECTS”
SPEAKER – ADRIAN WOMBWELL
FRI 14 MAR @ 8pm “SAILS AND SAILMAKING”
SPEAKER – DOUG SEADEN of GOWEN OCEAN SAILS

Heron Lodge, overlooking the Wick, St Peters, Mersea and
beyond, was a part of Tollesbury’s heritage. For over 35 year it was
the shooting lodge of Xavier Victor Alfred Octave de Morton
Count de la Chapelle. ‘Our Count’ as he was affectionately known
was a larger than life character, by profession an international
lawyer/diplomat his real love was wildfowling and yachting around
the Tollesbury fleets. In his youth he was a brilliant swordsman, he
learnt wildfowling around Saint-Valery-sur-Somme and hunted the
last of the bison with the Sioux Indians. Another story describes
him shooting wild boar dressed up as a fireman by the local Maire
because he had turned up in patent leather shoes and a boater.
He continued shooting during WW1 and narrowly missed being
killed by a destroyer off Bradwell that mistook his gun punt for a
submerging U boat. On returning to Tollesbury pier he was arrested as a spy. However, later that month he helped apprehend
the real spy who was subsequently shot at the Tower.
His gun punts were called ‘Grebe’ and ‘Heron’; He owned a
20 ton yacht ‘Scoter’ and a smaller gunning-smack called ‘Teal’.
‘Teal’ was built most probably here at Tollesbury just after WW1
and there are many records of her exploits up such almost forgotten creeks as Chattersons’ or Gunners’ with his puntsman Will
Leavett. Le Compte considered that Turnstones and Herons were
the tastiest ‘alloutes de mer’ but would still to the disgust of his
friend James Wentworth-Day shoot garden birds and skylarks. In
true Gallic style he records that the Tollesbury locals considered
that a stew made from black headed gulls was their ultimate treat.
Accidents happened, once they shot through ‘Teals’ wire rigging
on another day Alf Frost’s son lost a foot .
On his death in May 1931 6 locals carried the coffin to his
grave in the church yard which was lined with sea lavender. No
smacks set sail neither did the shops open that day as a mark of
respect. His huge collection of guns, prehistoric relics and trophies
etc passed into private hands although many ended up at Colchester castle museum and one famous trophy is with us. Presumably
a local family acquired the head which got passed on when the
club was founded some years later. Perhaps we should try and find
a photo of ‘Our Count’ to keep in the clubhouse now that his
house has been demolished.
George Rogers

Interesting item sent to me, who would
of thought the quiet blokes sitting in the
corner on Wednesday evenings got up to
such things, and done very well
thank you very much!

“I Remember when...”

Something stirred in the dark recesses of my normally befuddled
mind, an incident involving a punt, which took place many years
ago, and I thought it could make for a little yarn to write about.
For the sake of those not so well informed of the mysteries
of this strange craft, I will endeavour to pass on some info’ you
may find this interesting, or not, as the case may be.
The little knowledge I do have came from conversations with
John Millgate who is very knowledable about punts, or any other
boat shaped piece of timber that floats, from six foot to sixty.
Over many years punts have been used in a variety of ways,
but mainly in more distant times for ‘Wildfowling’. John has in his
shed a punt, first built in 1916.
The main builder of these craft at the time was William
Wyatt, all to the same design,
Unless of course Sir Thomas Lipton wanted one with padded
leather seats, teak trimmings and a galley and loo up the rear end.
They were also used as working platforms, laying alongside
yachts in a mud berth, supporting hardy chaps, painting and maintaining the boats, it gave some sixteen foot of work area. John built
his punt some years ago and the boats I saw in his shed all came
from the same mould.
There were, two still under construction, all the work carried out under John’s direction and eye for detail. The punts now
are used mainly for sailing, racing no less. Not a new idea I might
add, John has a photo of punts racing, taken in 1913,and things have
not changed much since then, the single sail rig on the mast
stepped roughly a third of the way from the stem, no rudder of
course, steering is by the way of an oar held in one hand. Think of
it, no keel or dagger board, no rudder, an oar in one hand, the
mainsheet round your big toe, while bailing out with the other
hand, or sometimes I’m sure making rude gestures to any one daring to call for water. You were more likely to get a clunk on the
head with the oar mate; these Mersea boys don’t mess about.
T’was many years ago, when I was working in John’s yard
giving him a hand as he was rebuilding the Charlotte Ellen, (the
first time for John Rigby) we were busy doing nothing when we
saw Doug Stoker (from the well known Stoker family of Mersea),
bearing down on us. He was jovial, asked after our health and said

he had a favour to ask of us, he had been asked by some film makers, to demonstrate the use of the punt along with the punt gun,
The punt gun was mounted
on the bow of the punt,
they were very large pieces
of weaponry. Two inch
bore, loaded with God
knows what. The wildfowler lying in the bottom
of the boat, arms over the
side and in each hand a thin
piece of shaped wood,
approx 18 inches long with
a vee cut in the bottom
end. They were of course
paddles and were used
very quietly and gently to
propel the boat towards
the flock of duck, floating
about quite unaware they
were about to be slaughtered, and slaughtered
they were, when the craft
was near enough for the
wildfowler to discharge
Big Bertha.
You get the picture;
the demonstration was to
take place, in the creeks adjacent to John’s yard. The favour he
wanted was for us to prepare the punt for the occasion, which
was to be the next day. We agreed to help, the punt arrived, looking like it had been involved in the Battle of Jutland, it was a mass
of holes held together with a few wisps of rotten wood. Not to be
beaten we set to with putty, wire, sticking plaster, string, you name
it we used it “not to worry about it too much, it’s only for one
demo” said Doug, “it won’t take long”.
We did our best, and it floated, just! Came the day, the camera crew were in place, Doug had the gun mounted up and was
ready to go, the director yelled “action”
(He didn’t really, but it makes it more exciting) there was
quite a crowd of onlookers and hangers on eagerly awaiting, as
this was all new to them.
The tide was creeping up and the cameraman had not noticed his beautiful Italian footwear was awash; such was his determination not to miss anything. Quietly the punt drifted into view,
the paddles slowly propelled the punt towards the imaginary flock
of duck. My memory is not too clear, but I seem to recall Doug giving a commentary of sorts on what to do, something like “you
must keep very quiet, not to move too much, you mustn’t be hasty,
don’t get too near or you’ll scare ‘em orf (I’m typing with an Essex
accent) and when you get near enough you let go the paddles (they
are tied with string so as not to float orf), slowly bring your arms
back into the boat and take hold of the trigger string, and give it a
good pull! no sooner the word, (the company were transfixed with
it all, the cameraman was by this time up to his knees, but was
blissfully unaware as they followed Doug’s every movement).The
action, Doug pulled the string, a silent second or two, and Mount
Vesuvius erupted, eardrums were blasted, the smoked billowed,
the ladies screamed, the cameraman staggered back but managed
to keep the camera out of the water.
The smoke cleared, Doug standing up to his waist in water
but holding the punt gun.
Some bits of rotten wood and sticking plaster were floating
on the troubled waters,
Of the punt there was no sign.
Graham Elcock

A really fun night down at the shed.
With most people dressing up for the occasion,
it was all very groovy baby, a small hippie invasion
at one end and cool and trendy fabs at the other,
the new year came and we toasted it in with

shampoo and then got back to the serious art
of dancing in the groove man, happy new year
everybody same time same place next year!!!
Ed

Aberdoggy?

humans and a steam train today and all the campsites are full.
Buster’s mummy ‘Nicky’ is very tense, all the humans keep loading
and unloading the cars, making lots of movements and gestures, I
don’t think they’re very happy.
Finally they chose a spot and erect our canvas kennels, there
are some lovely new smells and e-mails from other dogs in the
rain soaked campsite, most of them are in Welsh so I can’t understand them because I’m only a blonde.
Today the humans went sailing in their little boxes, me and
Buster and Mier were taken to the lovely beach, and we dug some

really great holes, sometimes on our own and sometimes together,
we would dig some really big holes and cover our ladies’ shoes,
some great smells and dead crabs, great! Couldn’t quite catch that
fat seagull though.
Later we had a lovely barbecue on the beach, and we
scrounged loads of bits! But we weren’t allowed any wine.
We went for a run in the dunes, which was great! Still no
sign of Morris he must be unwell. In the evening we stayed outside
the pub in our metal kennels, I used to sleep unless someone
walked past.

At the end of the week my humans took me on the steam
train that everybody races, it didn’t seem that fast to me, and it
made funny noises ‘clickety-clackety’ and hissing and spitting,
strange old thing. Still no sign of Morris, then my lady tell’s me
Morris was left at home alone. And had missed all the fun, poor
Morris and it was Roger at the garage who didn’t want to take
him, poor Morris, pityfull, really pityfull.

POOR MORRIS

THE BAY

I CAN RUN FASTER THAN THIS!

GEORGE AND JILLY

SUPERMAN BOB

TYWYN STEAM RAILWAY

ABERDOVEY HARBOUR

ACROSS THE BAY

CHRIS AND ROGER IN ACTION

THE MOTLEY CREW (THEY’RE BLURRED IN REAL LIFE!)

HARD MAN ROGER PALMER

“You’re taking the dinghies to Abu Dahbi?” they said, “No! Aberdovey in Wales” I said, “Oh!” they said “That’ll be nice”, and yes we
thought we would be rain chasers too and upon arrival sure
enough it was persistently raining, all Saturday and all Sunday on an
overcrowded campsite.
There were 2,000 competitors for the annual Tywyn steam
railway (race the train), which is up the mountain and back down
again; only one person has ever beaten the train. So there we were,
thinking it was all a mistake, soggy and damp on camp Basildon,
we were close to the edge!
Monday morning came and the sun came out and stayed out
and half the campsite had packed up and gone home, and so it was
all week, hot, sunny, peaceful.
Some great sailing, good walks, interesting evenings in the
pubs (we were the noisy people in the corner) barbis on the beach
and back at the campsite, we sampled all the Welsh ales and there’s
quite a few I’ll have you know, a really great week, you should have
been there, next year eh?
(And now a few words from Button my dog and her take on
the holiday!!!)
5 hours staring out the back window of a Peugeot 407, not
my idea of fun, only stopping for a wee and a tea (great). We all
came together at Welshpool my friend Buster was already there,
no sign of Morris he must be sleeping.
Arrived at the campsite in Tywyn, Mier’s human,‘Bob’ is upset
that the campsite is overfull, apparently there is a race between

Button
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“I Remember when...”

Something stirred in the dark recesses of my normally befuddled
mind, an incident involving a punt, which took place many years
ago, and I thought it could make for a little yarn to write about.
For the sake of those not so well informed of the mysteries
of this strange craft, I will endeavour to pass on some info’ you
may find this interesting, or not, as the case may be.
The little knowledge I do have came from conversations with
John Millgate who is very knowledable about punts, or any other
boat shaped piece of timber that floats, from six foot to sixty.
Over many years punts have been used in a variety of ways,
but mainly in more distant times for ‘Wildfowling’. John has in his
shed a punt, first built in 1916.
The main builder of these craft at the time was William
Wyatt, all to the same design,
Unless of course Sir Thomas Lipton wanted one with padded
leather seats, teak trimmings and a galley and loo up the rear end.
They were also used as working platforms, laying alongside
yachts in a mud berth, supporting hardy chaps, painting and maintaining the boats, it gave some sixteen foot of work area. John built
his punt some years ago and the boats I saw in his shed all came
from the same mould.
There were, two still under construction, all the work carried out under John’s direction and eye for detail. The punts now
are used mainly for sailing, racing no less. Not a new idea I might
add, John has a photo of punts racing, taken in 1913,and things have
not changed much since then, the single sail rig on the mast
stepped roughly a third of the way from the stem, no rudder of
course, steering is by the way of an oar held in one hand. Think of
it, no keel or dagger board, no rudder, an oar in one hand, the
mainsheet round your big toe, while bailing out with the other
hand, or sometimes I’m sure making rude gestures to any one daring to call for water. You were more likely to get a clunk on the
head with the oar mate; these Mersea boys don’t mess about.
T’was many years ago, when I was working in John’s yard
giving him a hand as he was rebuilding the Charlotte Ellen, (the
first time for John Rigby) we were busy doing nothing when we
saw Doug Stoker (from the well known Stoker family of Mersea),
bearing down on us. He was jovial, asked after our health and said

he had a favour to ask of us, he had been asked by some film makers, to demonstrate the use of the punt along with the punt gun,
The punt gun was mounted
on the bow of the punt,
they were very large pieces
of weaponry. Two inch
bore, loaded with God
knows what. The wildfowler lying in the bottom
of the boat, arms over the
side and in each hand a thin
piece of shaped wood,
approx 18 inches long with
a vee cut in the bottom
end. They were of course
paddles and were used
very quietly and gently to
propel the boat towards
the flock of duck, floating
about quite unaware they
were about to be slaughtered, and slaughtered
they were, when the craft
was near enough for the
wildfowler to discharge
Big Bertha.
You get the picture;
the demonstration was to
take place, in the creeks adjacent to John’s yard. The favour he
wanted was for us to prepare the punt for the occasion, which
was to be the next day. We agreed to help, the punt arrived, looking like it had been involved in the Battle of Jutland, it was a mass
of holes held together with a few wisps of rotten wood. Not to be
beaten we set to with putty, wire, sticking plaster, string, you name
it we used it “not to worry about it too much, it’s only for one
demo” said Doug, “it won’t take long”.
We did our best, and it floated, just! Came the day, the camera crew were in place, Doug had the gun mounted up and was
ready to go, the director yelled “action”
(He didn’t really, but it makes it more exciting) there was
quite a crowd of onlookers and hangers on eagerly awaiting, as
this was all new to them.
The tide was creeping up and the cameraman had not noticed his beautiful Italian footwear was awash; such was his determination not to miss anything. Quietly the punt drifted into view,
the paddles slowly propelled the punt towards the imaginary flock
of duck. My memory is not too clear, but I seem to recall Doug giving a commentary of sorts on what to do, something like “you
must keep very quiet, not to move too much, you mustn’t be hasty,
don’t get too near or you’ll scare ‘em orf (I’m typing with an Essex
accent) and when you get near enough you let go the paddles (they
are tied with string so as not to float orf), slowly bring your arms
back into the boat and take hold of the trigger string, and give it a
good pull! no sooner the word, (the company were transfixed with
it all, the cameraman was by this time up to his knees, but was
blissfully unaware as they followed Doug’s every movement).The
action, Doug pulled the string, a silent second or two, and Mount
Vesuvius erupted, eardrums were blasted, the smoked billowed,
the ladies screamed, the cameraman staggered back but managed
to keep the camera out of the water.
The smoke cleared, Doug standing up to his waist in water
but holding the punt gun.
Some bits of rotten wood and sticking plaster were floating
on the troubled waters,
Of the punt there was no sign.
Graham Elcock

A really fun night down at the shed.
With most people dressing up for the occasion,
it was all very groovy baby, a small hippie invasion
at one end and cool and trendy fabs at the other,
the new year came and we toasted it in with

shampoo and then got back to the serious art
of dancing in the groove man, happy new year
everybody same time same place next year!!!
Ed

GP14s return to
the Blackwater

technique. James Ward/Richard Whitehill were 2nd in race 1, while
Roger Walton/Suzanne Williams took 2nd in race 2. For race 3 the
wind backed to the SW and the line was reset giving a shorter
beat followed by a long run down tide out into the Blackwater.
The fleet now all in very close contact reached
towards West Mersea and the Halyard-way buoy.
The race proper now began with the return legs upwind against a now strong ebb tide
and progress became quite slow as the fleet
tacked back up the North Channel close under
the sea wall. Fortunately the wind held and James
Ward/Richard Whitehill eventually got in first
with the Abbotts second and the Jelliffes third.
After 4 hours on the water the food and beer
provided at the club was very welcome.
The Tollesbury Sailing Club does hope to
repeat the event next year but as the results
show we still have a lot to learn from the
Londoners!

Tollesbury Heritage and
the Stag’s Head

Far left: Kerri & friend
Near left: Alan & Jack
Below: Chris & Jonathan

Fish Stock Depletion
They say we (mankind) have decimated the world fish stock by
over fishing, but I think I have found the real culprit (answer), your
humble Puffin eats one ton of fish per year, multiply that by est.
200,000 Puffins and times that with Gannets, Petrels, Cormorants
and all the other seabirds, you arrive at a staggering tonnage of
fish eaten.
The answer in my
mind is a double whammy,
we should make seabird the
new big thing to eat, Gannet
goulash, Puffin pie, Tern
sandwich and many more,
thus availing ourselves of a
new food source, also saving
tons of fish from the greedy
little buggers and replenishing the fish stocks for us to
eat at our leisure.
The culprits?

LOCAL HEROES!
Tollesbury Sailing Club held the latest round of the London
and SE GP14 travellers series on the 1st September.Tollesbury better known for its classic yachts and smacks now also has a growing GP14 fleet and hosted its first dinghy event for over 40 years.
A decision to run the first 2 races inside the Tollesbury Fleet rather
than in the main river was made because of the exceptionally high
tide and the variable wind forecast. Once on the water the
16 boats including 8 visitors got away in a 12 knot westerly.
Tim Hemsley/Richard Harding established a good lead on the first
beat of both races that was not challenged, however the following
5 or 6 boats remained in very close contact for both laps of
each race.
The windward mark was positioned some way up one of the
larger creeks off the main race area, sudden shifts caused a few
capsizes and as the tide covered the edges of the salt marsh one
or two boats found themselves unexpectedly aground. The down
wind legs started with a short run followed by two close reaches
and a longer broad reach. With the boats planing in the gusts the
3 spinnaker gybes provided a thorough test of both tactics and

Results:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tim Hemsley/Richard Harding 13617 Frensham Pond
James Ward/Richard Whitehill13316 Papercourt
Roger Walton/Suzanne Williams 13887 BTYC
Mike and Gabrielle Abbott 13853 BTYC
Za and Libby Jelliffe 13679 BTYC.
George Rogers/Jilly Wilkinson 13958 Tollesbury

SAILING CLUB TALKS
FRI 11 JAN @ 8pm “WOMAN SOLO TO THE NORTH POLE”
SPEAKER – ROSIE STANCER
FRI 8 FEB @ 8pm “RESTORATION PROJECTS”
SPEAKER – ADRIAN WOMBWELL
FRI 14 MAR @ 8pm “SAILS AND SAILMAKING”
SPEAKER – DOUG SEADEN of GOWEN OCEAN SAILS

Heron Lodge, overlooking the Wick, St Peters, Mersea and
beyond, was a part of Tollesbury’s heritage. For over 35 year it was
the shooting lodge of Xavier Victor Alfred Octave de Morton
Count de la Chapelle. ‘Our Count’ as he was affectionately known
was a larger than life character, by profession an international
lawyer/diplomat his real love was wildfowling and yachting around
the Tollesbury fleets. In his youth he was a brilliant swordsman, he
learnt wildfowling around Saint-Valery-sur-Somme and hunted the
last of the bison with the Sioux Indians. Another story describes
him shooting wild boar dressed up as a fireman by the local Maire
because he had turned up in patent leather shoes and a boater.
He continued shooting during WW1 and narrowly missed being
killed by a destroyer off Bradwell that mistook his gun punt for a
submerging U boat. On returning to Tollesbury pier he was arrested as a spy. However, later that month he helped apprehend
the real spy who was subsequently shot at the Tower.
His gun punts were called ‘Grebe’ and ‘Heron’; He owned a
20 ton yacht ‘Scoter’ and a smaller gunning-smack called ‘Teal’.
‘Teal’ was built most probably here at Tollesbury just after WW1
and there are many records of her exploits up such almost forgotten creeks as Chattersons’ or Gunners’ with his puntsman Will
Leavett. Le Compte considered that Turnstones and Herons were
the tastiest ‘alloutes de mer’ but would still to the disgust of his
friend James Wentworth-Day shoot garden birds and skylarks. In
true Gallic style he records that the Tollesbury locals considered
that a stew made from black headed gulls was their ultimate treat.
Accidents happened, once they shot through ‘Teals’ wire rigging
on another day Alf Frost’s son lost a foot .
On his death in May 1931 6 locals carried the coffin to his
grave in the church yard which was lined with sea lavender. No
smacks set sail neither did the shops open that day as a mark of
respect. His huge collection of guns, prehistoric relics and trophies
etc passed into private hands although many ended up at Colchester castle museum and one famous trophy is with us. Presumably
a local family acquired the head which got passed on when the
club was founded some years later. Perhaps we should try and find
a photo of ‘Our Count’ to keep in the clubhouse now that his
house has been demolished.
George Rogers

Interesting item sent to me, who would
of thought the quiet blokes sitting in the
corner on Wednesday evenings got up to
such things, and done very well
thank you very much!

The Rear’s Remarks…
Congratulations! A series of Powerboat 2
courses have been held recently run by Derek Burchell.
Over 4 weekends twelve candidates were put through their
paces and were rewarded with their well-earned
certificates.
So it is congratulations to: Jackie Smith, Lucy Smith,
Charlotte Todd, Phil Eades, Jonathan Brooks, Nigel Filer,
Anthony Tredoux, Tom Springett, Charlie Barbrook, Peter
Church, Andrei Prokopenkov and Ron Laurie.
Also congratulations to Maureen Parsons who passed
the course in the early part of 2007.
Boats and Buoys: Thanks are expressed to
Chris Peet, Chris Parsons, George Rogers, Bill Jeffery along
with Ron Laurie, who formed an impromptu working party
to recover all the racing marks, slip the two RIBs and Yellow
Peril, gave them a thorough clean, stored the gear and readied them for a winter overhaul, and all in two days.

Cadet Trophies:

Information is sought as to
the whereabouts of 2 cadet trophies. First is the Nelson Rice

Pickles and Poisons
In Accum’s well-known “Death in the Pot,” under the head of Poisonous Pickles, we have the following information as to the greening of pickles:- “Vegetable substances preserved in the state called
pickles, by means of the antiseptic power of vinegar, whose sale
frequently depends greatly upon a fine lively green colour, and the
consumption of which, by seafaring men in particular, is prodigious,
are sometimes intentionally coloured by means of copper.
Gherkins, French beans, samphire, the green pods of capsicum, and
many other pickled vegetable substances, oftener than is perhaps
expected, are met with impregnated with this metal. Numerous
fatal consequences are known to have ensued from the use of
these stimulants to the palate, to which the fresh and pleasing hue
has been imparted according to the deadly formulae laid down in
some modern cookery-books, such as boiling the pickle with halfpence, or suffering them to stand for a considerable period in brazen vessels.”
“Among the many recipes,” says Dr. Hassall,
writing on the adulteration of food, “which modern authors of cookery-books have given for imparting a green colour to pickles, the following
are particularly deserving of censure, and it is to
be hoped that they will be suppressed in future
editions of the works from which they are extracted:“‘To Pickle Gherkins. - Boil the vinegar in a
bell-metal or copper pot; pour it boiling hot over
your cucumbers.’
“‘To make Greening. – Take a bit of verdigris
the bigness of a hazel-nut, finely-powered, half a
pint of distilled vinegar, and a bit of alum powder,
with a little bay salt. Put all in a bottle, shake it,
and let it stand till clear. Pour a tea-spoonful into
codlings, or whatever you wish to green.’
“One author directs – ‘To render pickles
green, boil them with halfpence, or allow them to
stand for twenty-four hours in copper or brass
pans.’

Cadet Shield. This trophy is contained on two shields one of
which is behind the bar. It is the first, earlier, shield that
appears to have been mis-placed.
The second trophy is the Chalk Cadet Trophy first
presented in 1991. In the past this has been presented to
the Most Improved Cadet during the season.
As part of compiling details of club history the information contained on all the trophies has been recorded.
These two trophies have so far not been located. If anyone
can help please contact Ron Laurie, Rear-Commodore.

Winter Boat Parking: Thank you to all
those who have completed the boat parking application form
and paid the appropriate fee. However there are still a number of boats in the boat park with outstanding dues, particularly dinghies. Please help the club and obtain the form,
either from the bar or can be downloaded from the website,
and return with the correct fee to the Rear-Commodore.
As a reminder the winter period runs from
1st November to 31st March. The process then starts all
over again in April for the summer fee period.
“To detect the presence of copper it is only necessary to
mince the pickles and to pour liquid ammonia, diluted with an
equal bulk of water, over them in a stoppered vial: if the pickles
contain the minutest quantity of copper, the ammonia will assume
a blue colour.”
Another very simple and efficient method of detecting the
presence of copper in pickles is the following:- Put three or four
drops of the suspected vinegar on the blade of a knife; add one
drop of sulphuric acid, and heat the under surface of the knife over
the flame of a candle; the vinegar in evaporating will deposit the
copper upon the iron if any be present. Another easy way of detecting this adulteration is to take a clear and bright piece of iron
– a bit of wire will do – and immerse it for a few hours in the vinegar of the pickle. If copper is present, the metal will be deposited
in a perceptible though thin crust upon the iron.
(From Cassell’s Dictionary of Cookery, published 1899.)

HAPPY MEMBERS IN THE YARD
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First Lady Commodore –
Frances Church
First of all, I would like to say hello to all Tollesbury Sailing Club
members and state how honoured I am to be the first lady
Commodore of the club. For those of you that
don’t know me, I have been a member of the club
for about fifteen years, serving as Secretary and
Vice Commodore. I sail with my husband Peter
on our yacht, Carpe Diem.You may have seen the
boat moored out on the Leavings, it is a green and
yellow ferro-cement yacht with a large square
wooden mast. We have had some adventures on
her and I am sure some of you will recount the
tales to those who don’t know!!!
This time of year is for looking back at last
season and looking forward to next year. The
weather paid a large part last year in our sailing, or
lack of it(!) so let’s hope for better weather next
season. For me the highlight of last year was the
club rally. Moana and Collette rafted up alongside us on Saturday
night and we had a grown-up barbecue and party. I seem to remember a lot of red wine flowing, but that usually is the case on
our boat. The next day Floray joined us. There was a lot of activity from quite early, with rolls and baps being cut, sausages being
cooked, beer being cooled and boats being dressed.
Then, all of a sudden, other boats started appearing by the
dozen. Ron Laurie ran Yellow Peril as a taxi service for those that
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don’t sail, Stag 1 and 2 carried the younger cadets and parents and
everyone else came in dinghies, canoes, RIBs etc. There seemed to
be people and boats coming from everywhere and tying up
alongide. Roger and Sue Palmer made a spectacular arrival, ploughing through every other boat, without causing any damage I hasten to add. Pete did a wonderful job barbecuing for about 60
people and everyone was well fed and watered. I
didn’t know that we could get so many people on
four boats. The cadets seemed to have a great
time exploring the cruisers and trying out the
heads on each! Apparently the whole thing was
quite a spectacle from the water and you could
see other boats passing and wondering quite what
was happening. We certainly showed them that
TSC members know how to enjoy themselves! I
would like to thank everyone who helped in the
organising and everyone who came along for making it such a great day.
Next year we plan on having another full
programme of events. There will be a meeting at
10.00 am on Sunday 20th January 2008 so that we
can put together a programme for the dinghies, cadets, cruisers
and social events and everyone is welcome to attend. Also, please
do not forget to sign up to Signals on the club website, so that
you can receive email alerts as to what is happening in the club.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a
Happy New Year and look forward to seeing you out on the water
or in the clubhouse.
Frances Church, Commodore

